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Olga the Cloud Nicoletta Costa 2014 Olga the cloud's wonderful day comes to an end when,
after being chased off the moon where she was trying to nap, she has a terrible time finding
the right place to make some rain.
L'Album 1853
Creative Lettering and Beyond Gabri Joy Kirkendall 2014-11-03 Creative Lettering and
Beyond combines the artistic talents, inspirational tips, and tutorials of four professional hand
letterers and calligraphers for a dynamic and interactive learning experience. After a brief
introduction to the various tools and materials, artists and lettering enthusiasts will learn how
to master the art of hand lettering and typography through easy-to-follow step-by-step
projects, prompts, and exercises. From the basic shape and form of letters to cursive script,
spacing, and alignment, artists will discover how to transform simple words, phrases, and
quotes into beautiful works of hand-lettered art. The interactive format and step-by-step
process offers inspirational instruction for a wide variety of fun projects and gift ideas,
including hand-rendered phrases on paper and digitally enhanced note cards. Artists will
also discover how to apply lettering to linen, coffee mugs, calendars, and more. Numerous
practice pages and interactive prompts throughout the book invite readers to put their
newfound lettering skills to use, as well as work out their artistic ideas. Covering a variety of
styles and types of lettered art, including calligraphy, illustration, chalk lettering, and more,
artists will find a plethora of exercises and tips to help them develop their own unique
lettering style.
Dinosauri Da Colorare Dream Publishing 2021-04-22 ?Sei pronto a scoprire l'affascinante
mondo della preistoria?? Qui troverai 50 fantastiche immagini tutte da colorare sugli animali
più antichi che hanno abitato la Terra, i Dinosauri! Quale gioia più grande esiste per un
bambino che ama i dinosauri se non colorare i suoi preferiti? Che sia il potente
Tyrannosaurus, il rapido Velociraptor o l'erbivoro Triceratopo, in questo libro il tuo bambino

troverà tutti i tipi di questa specie millenaria che continua ad affascinare ogni generazione.
Un'attività non digitale che gli permetterà di aprire le ali della sua fantasia e volare su terre
antiche come mai ha fatto prima. Le esclusive immagini lo accompagneranno in un lungo
viaggio alla scoperta di tutti i tipi di dinosauri più conosciuti dell'era preistorica: sono 50 i
disegni selezionati dagli illustratori per regalare ad ogni bambino la felicità di poter toccare
con mano i suoi animali preferiti. ? Nota importante per i genitori L'album è stato
appositamente realizzato per permettere al tuo bambino di: ? sviluppare la creatività ?
allenare la capacità di attenzione e memoria ? stimolare la curiosità nell'apprendimento della
preistoria Noi di Dream Publishing vogliamo che ogni bambino viva l'esperienza al meglio e
per fare in modo che ciò avvenga abbiamo realizzato un album di qualità in quanto: * è
specifico e adatto alla fascia d'età prescolare: le immagini sono grandi ma anche dettagliate
in modo da poter esser colorate in autonomia dai bimbi di età 3-6 anni * le pagine hanno
disegni su un singolo lato per non far passare il colore dall'altra parte e per dare la possibilità
di essere anche ritagliate * le pagine che seguono le immagini sono state progettate come
spunto di storie fantastiche da poter inventare: la cornice si ripete, sta a te cambiare la
trama! * la dimensione delle pagine è 21,6 x 27,9 cm, la giusta grandezza per permettere
massima libertà di espressione in un formato pratico e comodo da portare ovunque si voglia
Unite a tutte queste caratteristiche tuo figlio troverà numerose attività oltre a immagini da
colorare. Ci saranno labirinti da risolvere, giochi con i numeri, curiosità e tanto altro
Sorprendi il tuo bambino e fagli un regalo che sicuramente apprezzerà! Aggiungi il libro al
carrello e... buon divertimento!
Fantastic Animals Papeterie Bleu 2017-03-17 GIFT IDEAS - COLORING BOOKS FOR
GROWN-UPS - ANIMALS Enter a world of creativity and stress relief with this relaxing
coloring book for everyone. Inside you'll find a curated collection of 37 amazing full-page
coloring designs that will take you on an inspiring adventure through nature. Each whimsical
design, illustrated in vibrant detail, offers a fun and easy way to unleash your inner artist and
to exercise your creativity. Fantastic Animals is perfect for decorating with markers, colored
pencils, gel pens, or watercolors, and is printed single-sided on high-quality 60 pound brightwhite paper, to minimize bleed-through. Happy Coloring! Product Details: Printed singlesided on bright white paper Premium matte-finish cover design Stress relieving seamless
patterns on reverse pages Perfect for all coloring mediums Black background reverse pages
to reduce bleed-through High quality 60lb (90gsm) paper stock Large format 8.5" x 11.0"
(22cm x 28cm) pages
Â L'Â album giornale letterario e di belle arti 1853
This Book Thinks You're an Artist 2018-07-26 Filled with creative, playful activities, This
Book Thinks You're an Artist asks budding artists to imagine their eccentric- artist alter ego
before working through seven key topics: observation, drawing, color pattern, design,
sculpture, and, crucially, how to steal ideas (Be inspired! Offend the viewer!). Each spread
offers a different project--everything you need to make your own work of art inspired by a
famous artist or movement in a lighthearted and playful tone. Activities include making a
Bruegel circus, playing a Surrealist game, selling a scribble for a million dollars, and painting
your face like a Russian Futurist. A section of paper-based crafts at the end of the book even
includes a kit to build a viewfinder and make a mini-manifesto book.
Fantastic Animals 2 Papeterie Bleu 2017-11-20 GIFT IDEAS COLORING BOOKS FOR
GROWN-UPS ANIMALS Enter a world of creativity and stress relief with this relaxing
coloring book for everyone. Inside you'll find a curated collection of 30 amazing full-page
coloring designs that will take you on an inspiring adventure through nature. Each whimsical
design, illustrated in vibrant detail, offers a fun and easy way to unleash your inner artist and

to exercise your creativity. Fantastic Animals is perfect for decorating with markers, colored
pencils, gel pens, or watercolors, and is printed single-sided on high-quality 60 pound brightwhite paper, to minimize bleed-through. Happy Coloring! Product Details: Printed singlesided on bright white paper Premium matte-finish cover design Stress relieving seamless
patterns on reverse pages Perfect for all coloring mediums Black background reverse pages
to reduce bleed-through High quality 60lb (90gsm) paper stock Large format 8.5" x 11.0"
(22cm x 28cm) pages
The Auslander Paul Dowswell 2011-08-16 German soldiers take Peter from a Warsaw
orphanage, and soon he is adopted by Professor Kaltenbach, a prominent Nazi, but Peter
forms his own ideas about what he sees and hears and decides to take a risk that is most
dangerous in 1942 Berlin.
Woman at Sea Catherine Poulain 2018-02-15 **SHORTLISTED FOR THE SCOTT
MONCRIEFF PRIZE 2019** **NOMINATED FOR THE MÉDICIS PRIZE 2018** 'A tale of
travel and adventure, the story of a body utterly surrendered to pain and joy. It is mindblowing, a delight.' Le Monde Lili is a runaway. She’s left behind her native France to go in
search of freedom, of adventure, of life. Her search takes her to Kodiak, Alaska, home to a
ragtag community of fishermen, army vets and drifters who man the island’s fishing fleet.
Despite her tiny frame, faltering English and lack of experience, Lili lands a job on board the
Rebel, the only woman on the boat. Out on the open sea, everything is heightened: colours
are more vivid, sounds are louder and the work is harder than anything she's ever known.
The terrifying intensity of the ocean is addictive to the point of danger. But Lili is not alone: in
her fellow crewmembers she finds kindred spirits – men living on the edge, drawn to
extremes. Based on Catherine Poulain’s own experiences, and written in taut, muscular
prose, Woman at Sea cuts through the noise of life and straight to the heart of our innermost
longings.
The Forest is Our Garden Benedetta Campoli 2020
The Fundamentals of Drawing Barrington Barber 2005-01-10 Anyone with a little persistence
and the desire can learn to draw well - this is the starting point for The Fundamentals of
Drawing, a practical and comprehensive course for students of all abilities. Opportunities for
practice and improvement are offered across a wide spectrum of subjects - still life, plants,
landscapes, animals, figure drawing and portraiture - and supported by demonstrations of a
broad range of skills and techniques, including perspective and composition. The methods
used in The Fundamentals of Drawing have been practised through the centuries by art
students and professional artists. They are time-honoured and proven. Barrington Barber
brings his invaluable expertise as a working artist and teacher to the task of showing you
how to use them effectively to create successful drawings. No matter what your level of
expertise, you will find his clear approach encouraging and his way of teaching inspirational.
Tweak Tweak Eve Bunting 2011-05-23 Little Elephant and Mama Elephant are going for a
walk. “Hold on to my tail,” says Mama. “If you want to ask me a question, tweak twice.”
Tweak, tweak! “Mama, what is that?” Little Elephant is curious about the frog, the monkey,
the songbird, the butterfly, and the crocodile—and especially about what a little elephant can
do. Mama knows just how to answer, to help her cherished Little Elephant grow. Eve
Bunting’s tender text and Sergio Ruzzier’s whimsical illustrations make this walk with Mama
an excursion any little elephant would enjoy.
A Smile for Christmas Mariana Buric 2021-12-21 “Believe like a child and nothing is
impossible,” is the core message of this story. A warmhearted boy who plays the violin wants
to make the entire city smile, at least for one moment. However, he needs help with it.

Rewarding his genuine belief, on Christmas Eve, helps arrives unexpectedly.
Catalogo dei libri in commercio 2003
Viva MyNameBooks 2019-04-09 Tascabili personalizzati. Il tuo nome non è lì? Nessun
problema Inviami una e-mail a MyPersonalNameBooks@gmail.com con il tuo nome
desiderato e creerò il tuo libro tascabile personalizzato in pochi giorni. A richiesta anche in
formato a righe, a matrice di punti, A5 o A6. Questo tascabile è ideale per prendere appunti,
come diario di viaggio, Ideabook o come libro da colorare o album da disegno. Un'ottima
idea regalo!
Jungle Sounds Sam Taplin 2016-10-01 Fingertrails and half-cuts in addition to sounds
embedded in the page, make this an exciting experience. The bright, colourful artwork
enhanced with cut-outs to peep through. Best of all, press the pages and bring the jungle to
life with a croaking frogs, a shower of rain, screeching parrots, roaring lions and other
creatures. A delightful gift for a young child.
21 Rituals to Change Your Life Theresa Cheung 2017-03-14 Aristotle said 'you are what you
repeatedly do'. Most of us have no idea that what we repeatedly do creates our lives, we
think our future is shaped by big events, the decisions we make, the thoughts we have but,
this book will show you that it is your daily actions that are the key. Over the last few
decades neuroscientists and psychologists have discovered that there is more power in 'I do'
than 'I think'. However, if an action is repeated enough times it becomes habit but habits lack
thought, consideration and presence. To effect long-lasting meaningful change our actions
need to be filled with a sense of personal meaning and power – they need to be ritualized.
Creating personal ritual in our lives allows us to bring the presence of the sacred into the
everyday. The rituals in this book have been designed as symbolic acts providing a
framework for anyone to use to create positive change in their lives. The 7 morning rituals
are designed to help you 'wake with determination', the 7 afternoon rituals focus on 'living on
purpose', and the 7 evening rituals are about 'retiring with satisfaction'.
Don't Get Me Wrong Marianne Kavanagh 2015-08-26 For fans of Jojo Moyes, David Nicholls
and Sophie Kinsella, here is a Pride and Prejudice for the modern era. Londoners Kim and
Harry can't see eye to eye...until the life of the person they both love most hangs in the
balance. Kim has never grasped what her free-spirited big sister Eva sees in a stuck-up
banker like Harry and has spent her childhood trying to keep him out, while Harry's favourite
occupation is winding Kim up. Both Harry and Kim are too trapped in their prejudices to care
about what's really going on beneath the surface of each other's lives. They'll never
understand each other—until the worst of all tragedy strikes. Faced with the possibility of
losing the person they both love most, long-buried secrets come to a head in ways that will
change both Harry and Kim forever. Marianne Kavanagh is a former deputy editor of Marie
Claire and has contributed to a wide variety of newspapers, magazines, and websites,
including the Telegraph, Daily Mail, Guardian, My Daily, Easy Living and Red. Her debut
novel, For Once in My Life, was published in 2014. She lives in London. Praise for For Once
in My Life 'Kavanagh’s novel is superior chick lit: beautifully written, enlivened by witty and
wise observation.' Age/Sydney Morning Herald '[A] witty, summer-fresh debut.' Independent
'This book is fantastic. It’s hilarious, poignant and profound by turns; most of all, it’s
unpretentious. Unlike so many novels it just wants to tell you a lovely story. It’s not about
how clever the author is nor is it all style over substance. But precisely because of that it’s
both clever and stylish anyway... Adorable.' Daily Mail 'The charming and summery first
novel from columnist Marianne Kavanagh. This human story of love’s near-misses centres
around Tess and George, whose eventual (inevitable) meeting is cleverly delineated to call
sentimental notions of soul mates into question.' Vogue ‘Kavanagh gives the reader plenty of

humour...Her descriptive prose is wonderful.’ BookMooch ‘This is a tale of coping with
adversities, a tale of love and loss and ultimately of acceptance. Unashamedly, a lighthearted paperback...This fun read will make you forget about your own problems in a jiffy!’
WYZA
Pattern and Design Coloring Book Jenean Morrison 2013-04 Jenean Morrison has followed
the same winning recipe from Volume 1 of the Pattern and Design Coloring Book. Volume 2
contains repeat patterns, florals, geometrics, paisleys and abstract prints, on the FRONTS of
pages only! Coloring difficulty ranges from easy to quite challenging, so colorists of all ages
will love these designs!
The Post-Structuralist Vulva Coloring Book Elly Blue 2016-11-15 Color away the false
binaries between male and female, words and text, inside and outside, art and nature. As
you meditate on the sameness and difference of the vulvas on each page, you will grow to
question your interpellation into dominant systems of knowledge. By overwhelming the
senses with vulvas, you will interrogate the meaning and very existence of this social
construct we call the 'vulva' and the instructions for living that come with it. No longer must
vulvas be either crudely objectified or shrouded in mystery! All hail the vulva! The vulva hails
you!
Disney Frozen 2 The Magical Guide DK 2020-01-28 Set off on a magical adventure! Elsa
and Anna must journey to an enchanted forest-and you can be with them every daring step
of the way! Follow their thrilling mission to unlock the truth about Elsa's power and save the
kingdom of Arendelle. Meet mysterious spirits and forest dwellers, explore exciting new
locations, and discover the secrets of the past. The ultimate companion for Frozen fans, this
book includes cool facts from Olaf and quizzes to test your knowledge about your favorite
characters and new friends from Frozen 2! ©2019 Disney
Flower Designs Coloring Book Jenean Morrison 2015-11-23 Artist Jenean Morrison presents
the second volume in her best-selling Flower Designs Coloring Book series! This new
coloring book for adults contains 50 all new flower designs for coloring! With a focus on
beauty and variety, this book will delight and entertain beginners to advanced colorists.
These highly detailed images feature a lovely balance of both stylized and hand-drawn
flowers. The page layouts vary nicely with floral-infused mandalas, blooming bouquets,
repeat patterns and singular, frame-worthy works of art. Flower Designs Volume One has
been published in France, Brazil, Italy and Japan. If you enjoyed Volume One you are
certain to love Volume Two! Connect with Jenean on Instagram--@JeneanMorrison--to
share your colored pages and for creative coloring inspiration. Grown-ups as well as older
kids and teens are loving this book, and you will, too!
How to Be a Friend Molly Wigand 2014-08-19 Those long summer days and weekends
spent with our best friends can be among the happiest memories of childhood. But the art of
making friends isn’t a skill that is taught in most schools. Teaching children how to be good
friends and cultivate healthy friendships is the work of parents, teachers, coaches, ministers,
and caring adults. In How to Be a Friend: A Book about Friendship . . . Just for Me!, author,
Molly Wigand, introduces children to those values that make for good friendships—loyalty,
trust, and honesty—and to how they can become a good friend to others.
La via che portava agli alberi di mandorlo Sonia 2014-05-13 Se si potesse estrapolare una
frase che simboleggia alla perfezione questo racconto, essa è nella frase che recita:
“Nessuno di loro si ricordava chi avesse preso l’iniziativa di incontrarsi. Si erano trovati
all’improvviso faccia a faccia, quasi senza accorgersene, nella via che portava agli alberi di
mandorlo. Cosa li aveva spinti? La spontaneità”. Ecco, la spontaneità è la cifra
caratterizzante questo racconto che lascia il lettore quasi senza fiato in un tourbillon

inesausto di fatti più o meno quotidiani, di eventi, di personaggi le cui esistenze a volte si
sfiorano soltanto, altre si incrociano, altre ancora si sormontano in un saliscendi che sa di
agrodolce. Ci piace definire la penna che ha creato questa agglomerante e credibile tranche
de vie “confusa e felice”, perché confusamente felice, o felicemente confuso è lo sfarfallio di
emozioni, di sensazioni quasi primordiali e scorticate che abita il racconto.
The Mountains Sing Que Mai Phan Nguyen 2021-03-16 The International Bestseller A New
York Times Editors’ Choice SelectionA Winner of the 2020 Lannan Literary Awards
Fellowship "[An] absorbing, stirring novel . . . that, in more than one sense, remedies
history." —The New York Times Book Review “A triumph, a novelistic rendition of one of the
most difficult times in Vietnamese history . . . Vast in scope and intimate in its telling . . .
Moving and riveting.” —VIET THANH NGUYEN, author of The Sympathizer, winner of the
Pulitzer Prize With the epic sweep of Min Jin Lee’s Pachinko or Yaa Gyasi’s Homegoing and
the lyrical beauty of Vaddey Ratner’s In the Shadow of the Banyan, The Mountains Sing tells
an enveloping, multigenerational tale of the Tr?n family, set against the backdrop of the Vi?t
Nam War. Tr?n Di?u Lan, who was born in 1920, was forced to flee her family farm with her
six children during the Land Reform as the Communist government rose in the North. Years
later in Hà N?i, her young granddaughter, H??ng, comes of age as her parents and uncles
head off down the H? Chí Minh Trail to fight in a conflict that tore apart not just her beloved
country, but also her family. Vivid, gripping, and steeped in the language and traditions of
Vi?t Nam, The Mountains Sing brings to life the human costs of this conflict from the point of
view of the Vietnamese people themselves, while showing us the true power of kindness and
hope. The Mountains Sing is celebrated Vietnamese poet Nguy?n Phan Qu? Mai’s first
novel in English.
The Aristocats 2019 Beautiful Duchess and her three kittens are lost! To find their way back
to their beloved Madame Bonfamille, they ask for help from Abraham de Lacy Giuseppe
Casey Thomas O'Malley, a resourceful alley cat. But Madames conniving butler, Edgar, tries
to prevent them from coming home again. Will they ever make it back?
I Am a Bunny Ole Risom 2011-08-31 I am a bunny. My name is Nicholas. I live in a hollow
tree. In the spring, Nicholas likes to sniff the flowers, and in the summer, watch the frogs in
the pond. In the fall, he watches the animals getting ready for winter, and in winter, watches
the snow falling from the sky. One of Golden's most beloved titles, this beautifully illustrated,
gentle story is now available as an eBook.
Rivisteria 2001
First day of school in the forest Luigi Dal Cin 2013-03-28
Kamishibai Man Allen Say 2005-10-24 The Kamishibai man used to ride his bicycle into town
where he would tell stories to the children and sell them candy, but gradually, fewer and
fewer children came running at the sound of his clappers. They were all watching their new
televisions instead. Finally, only one boy remained, and he had no money for candy. Years
later, the Kamishibai man and his wife made another batch of candy, and he pedaled into
town to tell one more story—his own. When he comes out of the reverie of his memories, he
looks around to see he is surrounded by familiar faces—the children he used to entertain
have returned, all grown up and more eager than ever to listen to his delightful tales. Using
two very different yet remarkable styles of art, Allen Say tells a tale within a tale, transporting
readers seamlessly to the Japan of his memories.
The Vagina Coloring Book Chelsea Fankhauser 2018-09-21 Color your way through 30
vulvacious adult coloring pages!
Teacher Life Papeterie Bleu Papeterie Bleu Adult Coloring Books 2016-05-08 REGULAR
LIST PRICE $12.99 2016 GIFT IDEAS: ADULT COLORING BOOKS > HUMOROUS

"Teaching is the Best Contraceptive in the World." ---The Snarky Mandala You've molded
play dough and minds and guided lessons and lives. You're a coach, counselor, and capeless hero who deserves endless thanks and a starting salary of ten million dollars a year.
When inspiring and shaping the future of the world gets to be too much, flip open this
Coloring Book for Grown Ups for some laughs and love! #Teacherlife is the best life! Happy
Coloring! Product Details: Premium matte finish cover design Printed single sided on bright
white paper Perfect for all coloring mediums High quality 60# paper stock Large format 8.5"
x 11.0" pages The Papeterie Bleu collection includes: Mom Life: A Snarky Adult Coloring
Book - ISBN 1533270775 Nurse Life: A Snarky Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 1533081964
Teacher Life: A Snarky Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 1533134065 Dad Life: A Manly Adult
Coloring Book - ISBN 153331568X Mindful Mandalas: A Mandala Coloring Book - ISBN
1530608759 Southern Sayings & Sass: A Chalkboard Coloring Book - ISBN 1533320578
Scribbles & Doodles: A Coloring Journal - ISBN 1945888237 Wonderland at Midnight: A
Fantasy Adult Coloring Book - ISBN 1533528500
Frozen: Elsa's Gift Disney Books 2015-09-01 12-spread storybook featuring a Frozen story.
My Mother Is a River Donatella Di Pietrantonio 2015-11-04 The sensitive and powerful story
of the love between a mother and her daughter, a love "e;gone wrong from the start"e;.
When Esperia exhibits the symptoms of dementia, her daughter takes care of her and help
her to rebuild her disintegrating identity. Day after day we learn about the characters of the
extended family, the small village still without running water or electricity, in a "e;bright and
harsh"e; Abruzzo.
Atmospheric Animals in Watercolour Jean Haines 2021-12-07 The inimitable Jean Haines
guides you, step-by-step, through breathing life into your watercolor animal paintings. From
domestic cats and dogs to wild lions and giraffes, bestselling artist and author Jean Haines
shows the reader how to bring a touch of life to their animal artwork. Known for the vibrant
colors and exciting, innovative painting techniques that she brings to her work, Jean's latest
book is a course that invites beginners and experts alike to share a journey through painting
animals from around the world. Jean shares all the materials and techniques she uses, and
provides a wealth of expert tips and advice as the reader progresses through the numerous
step-by-step studies and projects. Scattered throughout the book are dozens of Jean's
wonderful paintings; showcasing a veritable Noah's ark of different animals - artists of all
abilities will find these inspiring and encouraging. Jean uses Daniel Smith materials in this
book but other materials can be used to achieve similar results.
They Drew as They Pleased Vol 5 Didier Ghez 2019-11-19 In the 1970s and 1980s, the
Disney animation studio redefined its creative vision in the wake of Walt Disney's death. This
latest volume from renowned Disney historian Didier Ghez profiles Ken Anderson and Mel
Shaw, whose work defined beloved classic Disney characters from films like The Jungle
Book, The Aristocats, Robin Hood, and The Rescuers. With vivid descriptions of passages
from the artists' autobiographies and interviews, accompanied by never-before-seen images
of their art and process, this visually rich collection offers a rare view of the Disney leg¬ends
whose work helped shape the nature of character and story development for generations to
come. Copyright ©2019 Disney Enterprises, Inc. All Rights Reserved
Mandala Design Coloring Book Jenean Morrison 2013-11-02 By popular request the artist
behind the Pattern and Design Coloring Book Series now brings you 50 new mandala
designs: Volume One of her new series devoted wholly to mandalas! These beautiful and
intricate mandalas are artist Jenean Morrison's interpretation of an art form that can be
traced back centuries. Mandalas are used by many as calming, meditative tools. As with her
Pattern and Design Coloring Book series, all 50 designs are printed on the FRONTS OF

PAGES ONLY. Jenean is certain that you'll find these mandalas as relaxing and fun to color
as they were for her to design. Challenging yet soothing at the same time, you'll experience
many hours of enjoyment with Volume One of the Mandala Designs Coloring Book!
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